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Abstract: A physics-based, simulation-assisted risk assessment of a crewed launch vehicle is used to 
evaluate the efficacy of failure detection mechanisms and response logic—known collectively as 
“abort triggers”— with respect to crew safety in the event of a vehicle failure during ascent to low 
earth orbit. Loss-of-crew risk is evaluated against three configurations of abort triggers, representing 
progressively broader and deeper sub-system coverage. An effort to propose new abort triggers 
beyond a limited baseline set is described. Given the rapidity and energy with which the most 
dangerous failures progress in launch systems, available warning time and failure mitigation effect are 
chief factors in determining an abort trigger’s contribution to crew safety.  Loss-of-crew effect is 
determined for the subset of proposed triggers for which warning time and failure mitigation data are 
available, while the upper bound on loss-of-crew reduction potential is determined through coverage 
analysis for all of the proposed triggers. The importance of the baseline set of abort triggers is also 
established, particularly for a “last resort” trigger that detects vehicle structural breakup. Finally, the 
considerations used in the final abort trigger selection are discussed. 
  
Keywords:  PRA, crewed launch vehicle, crew safety, physics modelling. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Simulation-assisted risk assessment techniques [1] are being utilized by NASA to study potential 
failure scenarios for crewed launch vehicles (Figure 1). These analyses are used to inform the 
judgment and decisions of vehicle designers and managers. Crewed vehicles under development are 
designed with launch abort systems to help mitigate risk to the crew in the event of a critical vehicle 
failure. Failure detection mechanisms and response logic—abort triggers—will be employed to enable 
the crew to escape the physical environments generated by some of the potential failure modes of the 
integrated vehicle. The addition of such triggers very often comes at the cost of additional mass, 
complexity, and an increment to projected loss-of-mission (LOM) probability due to potential false-
positive abort initiations. A complete assessment of all of these factors is not possible in the early 
stages of vehicle development, when all elements required for an exhaustive analysis are yet not 
available. A preliminary, bounding analysis of the incremental loss-of-crew risk for broad classes of 
abort triggers can be obtained using a simulation-assisted risk assessment (SARA). A methodology 
for utilizing SARA techniques to strategize abort trigger selection for a launch vehicle is discussed 
here.  

The incremental improvement to a crewed launch vehicle’s loss-of-crew risk due to a given abort 
trigger is used as that trigger’s figure of merit. Loss-of-crew risk, which is strongly dependent on loss-
of-mission risk, is evaluated using the simulation-based probabilistic model for risks to the vehicle 
and crew during the course of the mission. Although a critical determinant of a successful abort is 
having sufficient warning time to escape ahead of the development of a lethal environment, this study 
has also directs attention toward the role of abort triggers in reducing the severity of failure 
environments and in detecting vehicle breakup as a last resort. 
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Figure 2: Event sequence diagram of an engine failure due to a fuel supply anomaly.  
 

 

 

2. ASCENT ABORT RISK ANALYSIS MODEL 

Risk assessment of a crewed launch vehicle ascent abort system requires consideration of two 
elements: the reliability of the launch vehicle and the effectiveness of the abort process. The reliability 
of a crewed launch vehicle is modelled using failure scenarios and probabilities. The evolution of 
representative scenarios is defined in terms of event sequences (Figure 2), ultimately ending in loss of 
functionality of a mission-critical system and, potentially, a crew-threatening environment. The 
details of this progression let one determine the time taken for the scenario initiator to lead to the 
crew-threatening failure environment, known as the time to criticality (Figure 3). Given a set of 
vehicle sensors and detection algorithms (“abort triggers”), the available warning time to perform an 
abort can be estimated by comparing an approximate detection time with the time-to-criticality. The 
warning time can vary with each scenario-to-failure mapping and with the mission elapsed time at 
which failure occurs. The distance range within which a given crew-threatening environment 

Figure 1: a) Launch vehicle configuration, b) mission ascent and nominal staging profile, c) 
abort sequence due to uncontained failure of first stage. 
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(e.g., blast overpressure) poses a threat to the crew is determined from the intensity of the initiation, 
the characteristics of the environment decay, and the vulnerability of the crew module to that type of 
environment. Abort system thrust and control capabilities then determine the time required to move 
the crew module outside of this distance range. Safe aborts depend on the availability of sufficient 
warning time to escape the failure environment. The combination of the scenario initiator leading 
through the development of the failure environments, along with detection and abort capabilities, 
defines the abort effectiveness and the loss-of-crew (LOC) probability for each failure mode. Failures 
whose initiators are located within the crew module, service module, or launch abort system are not 
considered within the scope of failures of the present model.  

The integrated loss-of-crew probability is computed through the application of a dynamic, scenario-
based simulation model. The current model is implemented using the commercial software GoldSim 
[2]. As shown in Figure 4, implementation of the risk model divides failure progression into two 
segments: from the initiator to the vehicle subsystem-level failure (LOM environment); and from the 
vehicle subsystem-level failure to the beginning of the failure environment that threatens the crew 
(LOC environment). The introduction of the intermediate LOM environment breakpoint provides for 
additional specificity in mapping scenarios to LOC environments while minimizing additional 
implementation complexity. Hence, in addition to vehicle reliability data (failure scenario 
probability), the simulation model inputs include a characterization of the warning time and LOM 
environment allocations associated with each failure mode, and the mapping of vehicle subsystem-
level LOM failure environments to the final LOC failure environments [3].  

LOC environments themselves are characterized using probability curves that represent the risk to the 
crew due to each failure environment as a function of mission elapsed time and warning time. These 
curves are obtained using physics-based analysis of the environments. The primary failure 
environments modelled include explosion hazards of blast overpressure [4], debris impact due to 
fragmentation [5], and thermal fireball [6]. Each curve contains the effects of the failure environment 
combined with the robustness of the crew module and the effectiveness of its abort system for 
multiple modelled abort modes. LOM environments such as loss of control due to thrust vector 
control (TVC) system failures are compiled from extensive guidance, navigation, and control 
simulations that utilize a structural failure criterion based on dynamic pressure and vehicle flight 
attitude. The probabilistic risk model is run in Monte Carlo mode, with importance sampling invoked 
to accelerate the simulations, and the statistical output is recorded. Average loss-of-mission and loss-
of-crew probabilities are computed, as are contributions from each of the failure scenarios and failure 
environments.  

Figure 3: Failure and abort response timelines, with warning time. 
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3. ABORT TRIGGERS 

An abort trigger is an observable physical state combined with detection mechanisms, such as vehicle 
health sensors and response logic embedded in avionics software that can alter loss-of-crew risk either 
by increasing warning time to permit earlier abort initiation or by early intervention in the failure 
development so that the resulting loss-of-mission environment is less hazardous. In this respect, the 
trigger is essentially a gate on the path between failure initiation and the onset of the LOM 
environment.  

Three groupings of abort triggers were identified for the reference launch vehicle (Figure 1). These 
are the Minimal Set, the Baseline Set, and the Proposed Set, listed in Table 1. The Minimal Set is a 
heritage-based set containing only basic coverage against engine failure and loss of control; it is used 
to help evaluate the utility of several of the Baseline Set abort triggers. The Baseline Set abort triggers 
are defined in the launch vehicle system requirements documents. The Proposed Set abort triggers are 
a selection of new triggers that may further reduce loss-of-crew risk. The identification of Proposed 
Set triggers required an extensive re-examination of the common failure scenarios. The risk reduction 
potential of Proposed Set triggers arises primarily from upstream coverage of failure scenarios already 
covered by the Baseline Set of triggers, not new failure coverage.  

The chief ground rule assumed in the abort trigger evaluation is to bias any assumptions about the 
trigger optimistically. This is designed to maximize the potential benefit of a given trigger and to rule 
out triggers with no potential for reducing loss-of-crew risk. For example, one assumes the lower 
bound on the probability of false positives, and the upper bound on the amount of warning time 
increment provided by the triggers.  

Figure 4: Risk analysis architecture 
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3.1. Baseline and Minimal Set Abort Triggers 

The Baseline Set abort triggers focus on detecting severe departures from normal operation: abnormal 
first stage solid rocket motor pressures, unusual vehicle attitudes and rotation rates, and the failed start 
or premature shutdown of the upper stage engine. All triggers in this set were defined in the vehicle 
system requirements except the Vehicle Breakup Trigger (VBT). The VBT is a notional abort trigger 
that signifies the final loss of structural integrity in the upper stage and corresponds to the zero 
warning time condition (see Section 4.5). In prior risk assessments, only the attitude and rate trigger 
offered any warning time benefit. For the other triggers, zero warning time was assumed, either due to 
the severity and rapidity of the failures from the point of trigger activation, or to uncertainty in the 
failure propagation from that point. The VBT and the Upper Stage Engine (USE) Premature 
Shutdown triggers from this set are identified in the engine failure event sequence diagram in Figure 
2.  

The Minimal Set of abort triggers differs from the Baseline Set with the removal of the first stage 
motor pressure trigger and the VBT. The remaining triggers cover the most common severe failures: 
upper stage engine failure and loss of control. This set is used to evaluate the utility of the first stage 
and vehicle breakup triggers.  

3.2. Proposed Set Abort Triggers 

The loss-of-crew risk evaluation of an abort trigger candidate requires that the trigger be mapped to 
one or more failure scenarios, that the warning time benefit be quantified, and that any effect on 
failure scenario outcome be understood. A mapped trigger is a trigger that has been assigned to a 
failure sub-scenario. A sub-scenario is the finest level at which failures are tracked in the risk model, 
and represents a unique outcome branch, or LOM environment, of failure scenario. The mapping 
process is facilitated by event sequence diagrams (ESD), such as that in Figure 2. The warning time 
benefit attributed to a given proposed abort trigger, obtained through either expert judgment or failure 
propagation and response modelling, represents the degree (as measured in time) to which the failure 
can be detected and abort recommended ahead of any baseline trigger. The primary role of an abort 
trigger is to recommend abort when a critical failure is detected. For certain abort triggers, such as the 
First Stage Separation Failure trigger, a secondary role is to mitigate the failure or a consequence of 
the failure. This secondary role is achieved in the model by exchanging severe sub-scenario outcomes 
to which the trigger is mapped with more benign outcomes when the relevant trigger is included. 

Table 1: List of evaluated abort triggers and trigger set assignments.  
 

Triggers Minimal 
Set 

Baseline 
Set 

Proposed 
Set Class Benefit Type LOC Benefit 

Evaluated 
First Stage    x  — — — 
Vehicle Attitudes & Rates  x x  — — — 
US Premature Engine 
Shutdown (or “Redlines”) x x  — — — 

Vehicle Breakup (VBT)  x  — — — 
LH2 Tank Pressure   x MPS Warning Time Yes 
LO2 Tank Pressure   x MPS Warning Time Yes 
MPS Start Box Failure   x MPS Warning Time No 
MPS Run Box Failure   x MPS Warning Time No 
Helium Spin Start Failure   x MPS Warning Time No 
FS TVC Failure   x TVC Warning Time Yes 
US TVC Failure   x TVC Warning Time No 
US Loss of Power   x Other Warning Time No 
FS Forward Dome Temp.   x Other Warning Time Yes 
Separation Failure   x Other Branching Yes 
Trajectory Error   x Other Branching Yes 
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The Proposed Set of abort triggers considered for the present study is given in Table 1. All eleven of 
these triggers have been mapped to failure sub-scenarios in the ascent abort risk model. With the 
exception of the Trajectory Error, all proposed triggers cover failures already covered by Baseline Set 
triggers. Each proposed trigger was chosen to provide a benefit relative to the Baseline Set, usually in 
the form of upstream failure coverage with additional warning time.  

The Separation Failure trigger recommends abort when the first stage fails to separate from the upper 
stage prior to upper stage engine start. It is assumed that that trigger will also suppress the engine 
start; in this sense the benefit is from a modified failure scenario branching, changing the outcome 
from an engine explosion to a benign failure. Trajectory Error trigger recommends abort when the 
actual flight path is found to deviate from the intended trajectory to such a degree that reaching low 
earth orbit is no longer possible. The remaining triggers were chosen for their potential warning time 
benefit. The main propulsion system (MPS) class of triggers indicate anomalies in fuel supply 
conditions to the upper stage engine during start and main stage operation; these triggers potentially 
add warning time ahead of the baseline Premature Engine Shutdown trigger. The thrust vector control 
(TVC) class of failure triggers in the first and upper stages detect nozzle gimbal deflection errors 
associated with loss of control, well ahead of the vehicle attitude and rates trigger thresholds. The 
Finally, first Stage Forward Dome Temperature indicates burn through from the first stage motor 
case, and recommends aborts in failures that result in interstage structural failures. 

The abort triggers that comprise the Proposed Set were selected through an extensive failure scenario 
reconciliation process. The launch vehicle’s common failure scenarios for ascent abort were re-
examined for consistency in definition and scope. ESDs were utilized to verify LOM Environment 
outcomes as well as to identify failure scenario branches and events where known abort conditions 
and previously mapped failure effects sensors could be exploited for improvements in warning time 
and failure mitigation. The resultant list of sensor candidates was then reduced to a set with which the 
stringent standards for abort trigger designation were judged to be acceptable. The sensors among 
these that could be mapped to the critical branches of the common scenarios formed the Proposed Set 
of eleven triggers in Table 1.  To the extent possible, analysis, expert judgment, and heritage data was 
drawn upon to supply warning time estimates in each scenario branch to which a proposed trigger was 
mapped. Failure outcome mitigation was also designated where appropriate (e.g., Separation Failure). 
However, due to uncertainty and insufficient failure propagation analysis, only six of the eleven 
proposed triggers were attributed the data necessary to evaluate their LOC benefit as abort triggers. 
The remaining five proposed abort triggers, though not evaluated for loss-of-crew risk benefit, were 
carried in the risk assessment to determine their failure scenario LOM and LOC coverage (Section 
4.4).  

3.3. Sub-scenario Trigger Groups 

To give an indication of the impact of each abort trigger on potential loss of crew, many of the 
following results are compiled with respect to “sub-scenario trigger groups.” A sub-scenario trigger 
group is a grouping of “sub-scenarios” that have been assigned the same first-line abort trigger. A 
sub-scenario is the finest level at which failures are tracked in the risk model, and represents a unique 
combination of failure scenario, LOM environment, and abort trigger. Each sub-scenario is assigned 
an abort trigger through the scenario reconciliation process discussed in Section 3.2. For example, the 
scenario “Insufficient Fuel Supply During USE Operation” (Figure 2) contains three sub-scenarios 
leading to “USE Explosion” (twice) and “USE Benign Shutdown,” and is assigned to the “Run Box” 
MPS trigger. Hence, all sub-scenarios belong to the Run Box sub-scenario trigger group, and the loss-
of-crew probability of this sub-scenario trigger group is the sum of the LOC probabilities of the 
group’s sub-scenarios. The data shown in Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8 are organized by sub-
scenario trigger groups.  
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4. RISK ASSESSMENTS 

In the following results, the efficacy of both the Proposed Set and Baseline Set triggers is examined. 
Loss-of-crew risk for the reference launch vehicle during ascent to low Earth orbit was evaluated for 
three abort trigger configurations (Table 2). The Baseline Configuration, which consists of the 
Baseline Set of triggers, and the Complete Configuration, which contains both the Baseline and the 
Proposed Sets, were evaluated directly using the physics-based, simulation-assisted, GoldSim-based 
Monte Carlo risk analyses. The results for the Minimal Configuration were obtained by post-
processing the results of the Baseline Configuration. Each analysis consisted of 50,000 mission 
realizations.  

The risk simulations were performed against a total of 82 failure scenarios mapped to one or more of 
20 possible LOM environments. The leading failure bins (groups of similar failure scenarios), ranked 
by LOM probability, are Upper Stage Engine Contained Failure, Loss of Control, Upper Stage Engine 
Uncontained Failure, and Pad Uncontained Failure (Figure 5). Abort trigger warning times, where 
applicable, were assigned by mapped sub-scenario. Loss-of-control sub-scenario warning time 

Table 2: Trigger Set configurations against which loss-of-crew risk results were obtained. 
 

 Trigger Set Overall Results 
Trigger 

Configuration 
Minimal 

Set 
Baseline 

Set 
Proposed 

Set 
  

      1. “Minimal” x   1.0 186% 
      2. “Baseline”  x  1.0 100% 
      3. “Complete”  x x 1.0 094% 

 

 
Figure 5: Loss-of-mission and loss-of-crew risk contributors by failure category for Baseline 

Configuration (Baseline Set)  
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mapped to the TVC Failure abort trigger were obtained from mission elapsed time-dependent loss of 
control simulation results.  

The overall contribution by the Proposed Set of abort triggers to reductions in loss-of-crew probability 
is found to be modest (Table 2) and is essentially limited to just two of the six quantified triggers. 
This is not to say that the remaining proposed triggers are ineffective. With the exception of the 
Premature Engine Shutdown trigger, mapped triggers are assumed to be 100% reliable, and are almost 
exclusively assigned to failures scenarios that would otherwise be detected further down the failure 
path by the Baseline Set of triggers (see Section 4.4). Instead, a lack of known abort trigger warning 
time benefit, due to insufficient supporting failure propagation analysis and modeling to date, is cited. 
The impact of the Baseline abort triggers is found to be much greater (Table 2), with the Vehicle 
Breakup trigger being credited for the large change.  

4.1. Failure Results for Baseline Configuration Case  

The Baseline Configuration case results form the reference point for the abort trigger configuration 
comparisons. Launch Pad Uncontained Failures and Upper Stage Engine Uncontained Failures top the 
failure bin loss-of-crew (LOC) rankings, followed by Upper Stage Structural Failures and Loss of 
Control The Baseline Set abort triggers that contribute most to successful aborts in the Baseline 
Configuration simulation are ranked using the sub-scenario trigger groups in Figure 6. “Premature 
Engine Shutdown” (also known as “Engine Redlines”) and “Vehicle Attitudes and Rates,” which are 
also Minimal Set triggers, each account for approximately one-third of abort success, whereas the 
primary trigger absent in the Minimal Set, the Vehicle Breakup trigger, accounts for 12% of abort 
success.  

4.2. Failure Results for Complete Configuration Case 

In the Complete Configuration case, adding the Proposed Set of abort triggers to the Baseline Set 
resulted in an overall reduction in LOC probability of approximately 6% (Table 2). Only failures 
classified as Loss of Control had measurable LOC risk improvement. According to the LOC 
probability attributed to the sub-scenario trigger groups shown in Figure 7, the Proposed Set abort 
triggers that contribute the most to the modest improvement in LOC probability are the First Stage 
TVC Failure trigger, whose LOM coverage encompasses one-third of loss-of-control failure sub-
scenarios (Figure 8), and the Separation Failure trigger. 

Figure 6: Contribution to successful abort (PLOM – PLOC) by triggers from baseline set.  
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Loss-of-control failure scenarios which the TVC Failure trigger covers, such as TVC gimbal hard-
over, benefitted from an increase in warning time due to the failure detection occurring at the time of 
TVC system failure instead of after vehicle rates and attitudes have built up enough up to trip the 
Baseline Rate and Attitude trigger. In contrast, the first stage separation failure scenario benefits from 
suppression of the upper stage engine start in the event of a separation failure due to the Separation 
Failure trigger. Suppression of USE start was synthesized by mapping the scenario to a benign abort 
LOM environment in the Complete Configuration case. In the Baseline and Minimal Configuration 
cases, the first stage separation failures were mapped to USE Explosion.  

4.3. Failure Results for Minimal Configuration Case 

Given the limited impact of the proposed trigger set on LOC risk, the baseline triggers themselves 
were examined more closely with respect to their differences from the minimal set. This comparison 
primarily yields the significance of the Vehicle Breakup trigger and the First Stage Motor Pressure 
triggers, as they are absent from the minimal set. The removal of these two triggers increases the LOC 
probability by 86% (Table 2).  

4.4. Abort Trigger LOM and LOC Coverage 

The coverage an abort trigger provides against failure scenarios with respect to loss-of-mission 
probability indicates the degree to which the trigger has penetrated the launch vehicle abort strategy. 
The coverage a trigger provides against failure scenarios with respect to loss-of-crew probability 
indicates the absolute upper bound on the degree to which the trigger can reduce loss-of-crew 
probability, should the trigger perform perfectly and the abort not fail for other reasons. Together 
these coverage measures give an indication of where in the failure scenario and abort trigger spaces 
opportunities for reducing loss-of-crew risk through abort triggers lie. The LOM and LOC coverage 
of an abort trigger is the sum of the LOM and LOC probabilities, respectively, of the sub-scenarios 
that belong to the sub-scenario trigger groups of the trigger of interest. LOC and LOM coverage are 
diagrammed in Figure 8 for both the Complete Configuration and Baseline Configuration cases. 

The Baseline Set of abort triggers provides LOM coverage for approximately 84% of failure scenarios 
(Figure 8, Baseline Configuration). The remainder of the failures are either not covered by any trigger 

Figure 7: Relative LOC failure probability for sub-scenarios mapped to Complete 
Configuration case triggers in sub-scenario trigger groups. 
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or are the result of unnecessary loss of mission through false-positive abort recommendations. The 
baseline triggers with the most coverage are Premature Engine Shutdown (45%) and Vehicle 
Attitudes & Rates (31%). The Vehicle Breakup trigger, covering 6% of LOM, is important as a last 
chance to recommend an abort, should any of the other Baseline Set triggers fail (i.e., as in a false 
negative).  

The addition of the Proposed Set (Figure 8, Complete Configuration) introduces triggers upstream of 
the Baseline Set triggers in many of the failure scenarios.  In the case of the Trajectory Error trigger, 
places a trigger  on failure scenarios uncovered in the Baseline. Overall trigger coverage increases by 
only 2%. The Proposed Set coverage is 31%, 2% of which is otherwise uncovered, and the remainder 
of which was transferred from Baseline Set. Hence, only 31% of failure scenarios have any chance of 
observing reduced LOC risk due to the mapped Proposed Set abort triggers. The six triggers for which 
LOC benefit could be evaluated covered only 13% of the scenarios. 

The following discussion is based on sub-scenario LOC results obtained in the risk simulation for the 
Baseline Configuration. When mapping these LOC results to the Baseline Set triggers, 91% of LOC is 
covered (Figure 8, Baseline Configuration, LOC). When mapping these LOC results to the Proposed 
and Baseline Sets (Figure 8, Complete Configuration, LOC), total trigger LOC coverage increases to 
92% (due to the Trajectory Error trigger), with the Proposed Set triggers covering 37%. Therefore, if 
all the Proposed Set triggers were given sufficient warning time or sufficiently mitigated failures into 
benign environments, the maximum reduction in loss-of-crew probability is 37%. Among the six 
triggers for which LOC benefit could be evaluated, LOC coverage is 25%. Thus, the 6% actually 
achieved indicates that only a fraction of the potential was realized.  

4.5. Premature Engine Shutdown and Vehicle Breakup Triggers 

There is a LOC probability relationship between the Premature Engine Shutdown trigger and the 
Vehicle Breakup trigger, particularly in scenarios that may lead to an uncontained upper stage engine 
failure, such as the fuel supply anomaly shown in Figure 2.  

Figure 8: Loss-of-mission (LOM) and Loss-of-crew (LOC) coverage by abort trigger based on 
Baseline Configuration simulation LOC results (not to scale).  

 
Complete Configuration Baseline Configuration Minimal Configuration 

Baseline/Proposed LOM LOC Baseline LOM LOC Trigger LOM LOC 
MPS Triggers 16% 5% 

Engine Shutdown 29% 17% 
Engine 

Shutdown 45% 22% Engine 
Shutdown 45% 22% 

TVC and Other Triggers 10% 13% 
Attitudes & Rates 21% 11% 

Attitudes & 
Rates 31% 24% Attitudes 

& Rates 31% 24% 

First Stage Triggers 2% 6% First Stage 
Triggers 2% 6% 

Tank Pressure/Separation  3% 18% 
VBT 3% 21% 

VBT 6% 39% 

Trajectory Error Triggers 2% 1% 
None 4% 7% 

None 6% 8% 

None 14% 53% 

(False Positive) 8% 1% (False 
Positive) 8% 1% (F.P.) 8% 1% 

         
Overall trigger coverage 86% 92%  84% 91%  72% 46% 

Proposed Set total 31% 37% --- --- --- --- --- --- 
Proposed Set LOC benefit 13% 25% --- --- --- --- --- --- 
Baseline Set total 55% 55% --- 84% 91% --- --- --- 
Minimal Set total --- --- --- --- --- --- 76% 46% 
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An engine redline is an upper stage engine health and monitoring protocol for detecting an engine 
operational anomaly. When the operational conditions of the engine violate a redline, the engine 
control unit (ECU) receives notice of the violation, simultaneously issues an abort recommendation, 
and commands the engine to shut down. The redline-violation/violation-detection/abort-
recommendation sequence comprises the Premature Engine Shutdown trigger. If the ECU succeeds in 
shutting down the engine without energetic release of hardware or propellant, the engine failure is 
classified as contained (Figure 2, Pre-LOM Path A). If the ECU recommends abort but fails to shut 
down the engine and the engine explodes, the engine failure is uncontained (Figure 2, Pre-LOM Path 
B). In the third case, the engine becomes uncontained faster than the redline and ECU can respond 
(Figure 2, Pre-LOM Path C), and no abort recommendation is issued. This is an example of a false 
negative and a failure of the Premature Engine Shutdown trigger. It is precisely in this sort of 
uncaught failure that the Vehicle Breakup trigger is critical as a backup. Whether Path B or C is taken 
in an uncontained failure depends upon the reliability of the Premature Engine Shutdown trigger in 
issuing an abort recommendation. The ability of the engine controller to shutdown the engine in a 
contained fashion is a separate matter related to the redline thresholds. In the current assessment, all 
uncontained engine failures are assumed to disable the Premature Engine Shutdown trigger before an 
abort recommendation can be issued (Path C).  

Most of the benefit of the Vehicle Breakup trigger is found in uncontained upper stage engine failures. 
Except those assigned to the Proposed Set abort triggers (such as MPS triggers), engine failure 
scenarios carry the Premature Engine Shutdown trigger as the initial trigger across all three trigger 
configurations (Figure 9). In the Complete and Baseline Configurations, the Vehicle Breakup trigger 
is available as a backup, whereas in the Minimal Configuration, it is not. In contained engine failures, 
all initial triggers are fully effective and issue abort recommendations. In uncontained engine failures, 
the Premature Engine Shutdown trigger is considered completely ineffective in the current 
assessment. Consequently, in the Baseline Configuration case, such failures continue on to the 
Vehicle Breakup trigger before an abort recommendation is issued, and there is some chance of 
survival. In the Minimal Configuration case, with no backup trigger in place, no abort 
recommendation is made and the uncontained engine failure results in certain loss of crew.  

The impact of the Vehicle Breakup trigger in light of the ineffective Premature Engine Shutdown 
trigger assumption is evident in comparisons of Baseline and Minimal Configuration results. The 86% 
increase in loss-of-crew probability from Baseline to Minimal Configuration (Table 2) is largely due 
to the removal of the Vehicle Breakup trigger. The increase in crew loss is dispersed among sub-
scenario trigger groups covering engine failure scenarios. In Figure 7, the results are compiled for the 
sub-scenarios groupings identified in the Complete Configuration case (using both Proposed and 
Baseline Set triggers, see Figure 8) and used in reporting the LOC results for all three trigger 
configurations. The sub-scenario trigger groups assigned to the MPS triggers of Start Box and Run 

Figure 9: Trigger coverage of engine and other vehicle breakup failure, with primary, 
secondary, tertiary abort triggers indicated. 

 
 
 Trigger Configuration 

Failure Scenarios Complete Baseline Minimal 

MPS-initiated engine 
failure scenarios 

1. MPS 
Triggers 

2. Engine 
Shutdown 3.VBT 

Non-MPS initiated 
engine failure scenarios 

1. Engine 
Shutdown 2. VBT 

1. Engine 
Shutdown 2.VBT 1. Engine 

Shutdown None 

    

Other vehicle breakup 1. Tank Pressure / 
Separation 2. VBT 

“ 1. VBT 
1. VBT None 

 
 
Figure 6: Trigger 
coverage of engine 
and other vehicle 
breakup failure, 
with primary, 
secondary, tertiary 
abort triggers 
indicated.  
 
 

Trigger Configuration 

Failure Scenarios Complete Baseline Minimal 

MPS-initiated engine 
failure scenarios 

1. MPS 
Triggers 

2. Engine 
Shutdown 3.VBT 

Non-MPS initiated 
engine failure scenarios 

1. Engine 
Shutdown 2. VBT 

1. Engine 
Shutdown 2.VBT 1. Engine 

Shutdown None 

    

Other vehicle breakup 1. Tank Pressure / 
Separation 2. VBT 

“ 1. VBT 
1. VBT None 
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Box both indicate more than a doubling of LOC probability between Baseline and Minimal 
Configuration Cases. 

5. ABORT TRIGGER SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS 

A clear and significant benefit to crew risk from a particular abort trigger will increase its chance of 
being selected for future consideration, while a lack of benefit, assuming sufficient optimistic warning 
time or branching data was available, will increase the chance of elimination.  However, the results of 
the abort trigger risk assessment study are only one of several factors considered in the selection of 
abort triggers. Besides design, implementation, performance, and operational burdens, each additional 
abort trigger carries with it a risk for a false-positive abort recommendation, which is an unnecessary, 
abort-induced loss of mission. Furthermore, there is engineering heritage and experience that limits 
the level of complexity engineers are willing to tolerate when introducing new triggers. 

In recognition of its importance as a “last chance” abort trigger, Vehicle Breakup, leads the list of 
abort triggers singled out for additional analysis. Other triggers selected for additional analysis 
included the propellant supply (MPS) triggers. The MPS triggers were selected to quantify the sources 
of additional warning time in the LOC-leading upper stage engine failure category on the one hand, 
and on the other, to better understand the impact of warning time on shifting the balance between 
contained and uncontained engine failures when shutdown is initiated earlier. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

An assessment to quantify the effect of launch abort triggers on loss-of-crew risk was carried out in 
support of a crewed launch vehicle abort trigger selection process. An extensive effort was undertaken 
to update failure scenarios that define the sources of vehicle failure. in order to better identify the 
proper vehicle states that occur when the mission is lost and to link the known abort conditions to 
candidates for new abort triggers. Loss-of-crew risk was assessed against three abort trigger 
configurations: a Baseline Set, consisting of abort triggers established from previous vehicle 
requirements; a “complete” configuration consisting of a combination of the Baseline Set and a 
Proposed Set to evaluate the potential of the new abort triggers; and a Minimal Set, to establish the 
efficacy of the some of the Baseline Set. The study determined the upper bound on risk-reducing 
potential of all triggers mapped against the failure scenarios and the failure scenario coverage 
relationship among the proposed and baseline triggers. Of the evaluated triggers, only two were found 
to measurably improve loss-of-crew risk: a first stage separation failure trigger, which suppresses the 
catastrophic start of an engine; and a thrust vector control system gimbal trigger, which detects a loss 
of control failure well ahead of traditional rate and attitude triggers. The vehicle breakup trigger, a 
baseline trigger, was demonstrated to play a significant role in reducing loss-of-crew in upper stage 
engine uncontained failures. The abort trigger results were taken under consideration in the trigger 
selection process, and further study is proceeding for fuel supply triggers. 
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